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Abstract
We prove two conjectures for a point on the plane of a triangle presented in (Liu in
J. Math. Inequal. 8(3):597-611, 2014, doi:10.1007/s11590-013-0708-4) by using the
successive diﬀerence substitution algorithm NEWTSDS. Compared with the original
proof, the new one is simpler and more easily understood. Similar problems can be
treated with the same procedure.
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1 Introduction
Liu [] put forward four conjectures for a point on the plane of a triangle. For Conjectures 
and  in its last part, we conclude that they are correct. We prove them with the help of a
successive diﬀerence substitution algorithm called NEWTSDS [].
As showed in Figure , P is a point on the plane of a triangle ABC, which means that P
is not limited only inside the triangle. Let (x, y, z) be the barycentric coordinates of P with
respect to the triangle ABC. LetD, E, F be the foots of the perpendicular to the three sides
BC, CA, AB of ABC from P, respectively. As in [], let a, b, c, R, R, R, r, r, r indicate
the lengths of BC, CA, AB, PA, PB, PC, PD, PE, PF , respectively.
Conjectures  and  in [] state that
R – r – r
(b + c) +
R – r – r
(c + a) +
R – r – r




R + R – r – r
(b + c) +
R + R – r – r
(c + a) +
R + R – r – r
(a + b) ≥

 . ()
These two inequalities can be considered as some kind of promotion of the famous
Erdös-Mordell inequality [], which states some relationship between a point and a tri-
angle on the same plane. Mathematicians have presented diﬀerent proofs, such as [–],
to the original Erdös-Mordell inequality and some generalizations [, ].
The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. In Section , a well-known equivalent con-
dition of the nonnegativity of quadratics is recalled, and a computer aided reasoning tool,
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Figure 1 Triangle ABC and point P. Point P and triangle ABC are
on the same plane. The point may be inside or outside the triangle.
the algorithm calledNEWTSDSbased on the successive diﬀerence substitutionmethod, is
introduced. The proofs to the two conjectures are discoursed in Section . The proofs also
show that the algorithmNEWTSDS saves us a lot of eﬀort to avoid tedious calculation, so
that we can concentrate on the mainline of the process.
2 Proving tools
In this section, the symbols are not speciﬁed, which means that they do not denote any-
thing as in the ﬁrst section. For any quadratic f (x) = ax + bx + c with a,b, c,x ∈ R (real
ﬁeld), we have
∀x ∈R, f (x)≥  ⇔ a≥ ∧ c≥ ∧ ac – b ≥ . ()
Based on the original successive diﬀerence substitution method [] and its sequels [],
in [] the algorithm called NEWTSDS is presented, which uses the barycentric matrices




  · · · n
 
. . . ...
... . . . . . . n




as the substitution matrices. It is a complete tool for the decision of the nonnegativity of
polynomials. We use it during the proving process. This is a practical and most eﬃcient
method we can perform till now.
3 Main result: proofs to the two conjectures
In this section, all the symbols have the samemeanings as in Section . Since the barycen-
tric coordinates are a form of homogeneous coordinates, without loss of generality, we can
restrict (x, y, z) with the condition
x + y + z = . ()
There are some other needed substitution equations, which are well known and just










– ayz – bxz – cxy, ()





















s(s – a)(s – b)(s – c), ()
a = u + v, b = v +w, c = w + u. ()
In (), S and s denote the area and the half of the perimeter of ABC, respectively. In (),
u, v, w are general nonnegative real numbers.
Let f and f denote the diﬀerences between the left and right sides of () and (), respec-
tively:
f =
R – r – r
(b + c) +
R – r – r
(c + a) +
R – r – r




R + R – r – r
(b + c) +
R + R – r – r
(c + a) +
R + R – r – r
(a + b) –

 . ()
Obviously, the correctness of () and () is equivalent to the positive semi-deﬁniteness
of () and (), respectively.
Substituting ()-() into () and () and removing the nonnegative denominator, we
get the equivalent polynomials fn and fn of u, v, w, x, y:
fn = gx + gx + g, fn = hx + hx + h,
where g, h are polynomials of u, v, w, and gi, hi (i = , ) are polynomials of u, v, w, y.
This means the positive semi-deﬁniteness of f and f is equivalent to the positive semi-
deﬁniteness of fn and fn, respectively, when u, v,w≥ . For better performance, we write
all the long equations in Section .
Remark  The barycentric coordinate system is a widely used tool, which transforms ge-
ometric problems to algebraic ones for which lots of computer-aided solvers are available.
As shown in the following steps, we can focus ourselves on the main line of proofs and
employ some automated reasoning package to deal with the less important branches.
According to condition (), when x, y ∈R and u, v,w≥ , fn, fn are both nonnegative if
and only if g, h, g, h,  = gg – g and  = hh – h are all nonnegative.
From the expressions it is easy to ﬁnd that g = h and they are both nonnegative. In
the following two subsections, we discourse the nonnegativity of g, h, , and  when
y ∈R, u, v,w≥ .
3.1 Nonnegativity of g3 and h3
Since g and h are both quadratics of y, we can rewrite them as follows:
g = (u + v)
(
gy + gy + g
)
, ()
h = (u + v)
(
hy + hy + h
)
. ()
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From the expressions we ﬁnd that h = g, g, and h are all nonnegative. Denote
δg = gg – g = (w + u)(v +w)(v + u +w)(u +w + v)δg,
δh = hh – h = (w + u)(v +w)δh.
Following the NEWTSDS algorithm, we can get the positive semi-deﬁniteness of δg and
δh by iterating four loops and ﬁve loops, respectively. Hence, we get the nonnegativity of
g and h according to ().
Remark  We can perform the substitution procedure based on the successive diﬀerence
substitution method by computer. For ternary forms, in every loop, the number of sub-
stitutions is at most ! =  to the power of the ordinal of the current loop, which means
at most n substitution steps are needed for the nth loop. Actually, many examples show
that fewer substitutions are needed. Bounds on the number of steps of substitutions for
algorithms based on the successive diﬀerence substitution method are presented in [,
]. The TSDS package for the Maple platform developed by L Yang and Y Yao is avail-
able at http://staﬀ.uestc.edu.cn/huangfangjian/?page_id=. We can use it to check the
nonnegativity of polynomials or get a counterpoint when it does not hold.
3.2 Nonnegativity of1 and 2
Since and are quadratics of y too, we can perform similar operations as before. First,
factor and rewrite  and  as follows:
 = (v + u)(w + u)(v +w)
(
ϕy + ϕy + ϕ
)
,





Then by simple calculation we have
ϕ = uvw(w + v + u)ϕ,
ϕ = wvu(v +w)(v +w + u)(v + u + w)(u +w + v)ϕ,
ϕ = (v +w)(v + u + w)(u +w + v)ϕ,
ψ = ϕ,
ψ = wvu(v +w)(v +w + u)ψ,
ψ = (v +w)ψ.
From the expression of ϕ we ﬁnd that all the coeﬃcients are positive. Then we have
the nonnegativity of ϕ and ψ. Using NEWTSDS, we can obtain the positive semi-
deﬁniteness of ϕ and ψ by iterating four and ﬁve loops, respectively. Following this,
we acquire the nonnegativity of ϕ and ψ. Denote
δϕ = ϕϕ – ϕ ,
δψ = ψψ –ψ .
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Computation shows that
δϕ = δψ
= vuw(v +w)(u +w + v)(u + v +w)
· (u + v + w)(u +w + v)δϕδϕ.
Only one loop of NEWTSDS is needed for δϕ to check its nonnegativity. From the ex-
pression it is easy to ﬁnd that δϕ is positive semi-deﬁnite because all the coeﬃcients of
δϕ with respect to u are positive semi-deﬁnite. So we have the nonnegativity of δϕ and δψ .
According to condition (),  and  are both nonnegative because ϕ, ϕ, δϕ , ψ, ψ, δψ
are all nonnegative.
So, the nonnegativity of all g, g, h, h, , and  is achieved. This, we obtain the pos-
itive semi-deﬁniteness of fn and fn based on the equivalence (). Equivalently, we acquire
the nonnegativity of f and f. Furthermore, we ﬁnish the proofs of conjectures () and ().
4 Conclusions
In this paper, two interesting conjectures are proved. These two inequalities are about a
point and a triangle on the same plane. They describe some relationships between the
lengths of three sides of the triangle, the distances from the point to the three vertices and
to the three sides of the triangle. The whole procedure is achieved by using the traditional
analyticalmethod and some computer-aided tool. First, we transform these two geometric
problems into algebraic ones by using the barycentric coordinate system. After analyzing
fn and fn as general polynomials of x, we ﬁnd their equivalent problems, the nonnegativity
of g, g, h, h,, and. Actually, this is a process of reducing indeterminate. Repeating
this process to eliminate y, we get some polynomials of three variables u, v, w. After that,
NEWTSDS is employed to check their positive semi-deﬁniteness, and then we ﬁnish the
proofs of the conjectures.We can solve some other problems in a similar way just using an
analytical method to control the main line and leave branches to the computer. It is easy
to read and easy to reproduce.
5 Summarization of long expressions
We summarize all the explicit expressions that are too long to be listed in the main body:
g = (v +w)
((
























v + vw + vw + ,vw + ,vw




v + vw + vw + ,vw





+ vw + vw + vw + vw + vw + vw
)
u + vw
+ vw + vw + vw + vw + vw + vw
)
, ()
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g = (v +w)(v + u)
((
(v – w)u +
(
























vw – w + vw + vw + vw + vw + vw
)
u





– uw + uw – uw – uw + uw + vw +w + uwv + uwv
+ uwv + wv + wv + uv + uv + uv + wv + uwv
+ vu + uwv + uwv + uwv + uwv
)
(u +w + v)
)
, ()
g = (v + u)
(









+ (u – v)
)











,u + ,vu + ,vu + ,vu + ,v
)
w
+ (u + v)
(





+ ,vu + ,vu + ,vu + ,vu + ,vu + ,v
)
w
+ (u + v)
(





u + ,vu + ,vu + ,vu + ,vu
+ ,vu + vu + vu + v
)
w
+ vu(u + v)
(





v + vu + vu + vu + u
)
(u + v), ()











uw + w + u + uw + uw
)
v + (w + u)
(
w + uw
+ uw + uw + u
)
v + u(u –w)
(





g = (v +w)(u +w + v)
((











(w + u)v +
(
w + u + uw + uw
+ uw
)
v + (w + u)
(











h = (v +w)(u + v)
((
(v – w)u +
(














vw + vw – vw + v




vw + vw – w – vw + vw




vw + vw + vw + vw + vw
– w + vw
)
u + vw + vw + vw + vw + vw
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+ vw
)
y + (w – v)u +
(


































h = (u + v)
(




h = –(v +w)
((
u + w – uw
)












w + uw + uw + uw + u
)
(w + u)v +
(
u
+ uw + uw + uw + w
)
(w + u)v +
(
u + uw
+ uw + uw – uw + w
)
(w + u)v + u(–w + u)
(
w
































) + uw(u +w))v









) + uw(u +w))v
+
(





u + uw + uw + uw + w
)
(w + u)v +
(
u + uw
+ uw + uw + uw + uw + w
)
(w + u)), ()
δg =
(
























v + w + ,vw + ,vw





+ w + ,vw – ,vw + ,vw





+ ,vw + ,vw – vw + v + ,vw + ,vw




w + v + wv
– vw + ,vw + ,vw + ,vw – vw + ,vw
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+ ,vw + ,vw
)
u – vw(w + v)(w + v)
(
–w – vw





w + vw + vw + vw + v
)
(w + v)(w + v), ()
δh =
(



















,w + ,u + ,wu – ,wu + ,wu




,u + ,w – ,wu





,u + ,w + ,wu – ,wu – ,wu





+ ,w + ,wu – ,wu + ,wu – ,,wu





,u + ,w + ,wu + ,,wu – ,wu
+ ,wu – ,,wu + ,,wu – ,,wu
+ ,,wu + ,wu
)
v + (w + u)
(
,w + ,wu
+ ,wu + ,wu + ,wu + ,wu – ,wu
– ,wu – ,wu + ,wu + ,u
)
v
+ (w + u)v
(
,u – ,wu – ,wu – ,wu
– ,wu + ,wu + ,,wu + ,,wu
+ ,wu + ,wu + ,w
)
+ (w + u)v
(
,u – ,wu
– ,wu – ,wu + ,wu + ,wu + ,wu




w + u + ,wu + ,wu + ,wu
– ,wu + ,wu + ,wu + ,wu + ,wu
– ,wu – ,wu + ,wu
)
(w + u)v
– wuv(w + u)
(
u + wu – ,wu – ,wu – ,wu
– ,wu – ,wu – ,wu – ,wu




u + ,wu + ,wu + ,wu
+ ,wu + ,wu + ,wu + ,wu + w
)
(w + u), ()
ϕ = v + (w + u)v +
(










+ ,uw + ,w + ,u
)
v + (u +w)
(
,u + ,uw
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,w + ,u + ,uw





,u + ,uw + ,uw + ,uw + ,uw




,uw + ,uw + ,uw
+ ,uw + ,uw + ,uw + ,uw + ,u
+ ,w
)
v + (u +w)
(
u + ,uw + ,uw + ,uw





w + uw + ,uw + ,uw + ,uw
+ ,uw + ,uw + uw + u
)
(u +w), ()
ϕ = (w – u)v +
(


















w – u – uw




w – u – uw
– uw – uw – uw – uw – uw
)
v
– u(w + u)
(
w + uw + uw + uw + u
)
(w + u), ()
ϕ =
(
























,uw + ,uw + ,uw + ,uw – ,uw





+ ,uw + ,uw – ,uw – uw




w + ,uw + ,uw
+ ,uw + ,uw + ,uw – uw + ,uw




w + ,uw + ,uw + ,uw
+ ,uw + ,uw + uw + ,uw – uw
+ u – wu
)
v + uw(w + u)(w + u)
(
–w + uw + uw





w + uw + uw + uw + u
)
(w + u)(w + u), ()
ψ = (w – u)v +
(














,w + ,uw – ,uw – ,uw




,w – ,u + ,uw
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,w – ,u + ,uw – ,uw





–,u + ,w – ,uw + ,uw
– ,uw – ,uw – ,uw
– ,uw + ,uw
)
v – (w + u)
(
–,w – ,uw – ,uw
+ ,uw + ,uw + ,uw + ,uw




,u + ,uw + ,uw
+ ,uw + ,uw + ,uw + ,uw
– ,uw – w
)
(w + u)v –
(
u + ,uw + ,uw
+ ,uw + ,uw + ,uw + ,uw
+ ,uw + uw – w
)
(w + u)v – u
(
w + uw + u
)(
w + uw
+ uw + ,uw + uw + uw + u
)
(w + u), ()
ψ =
(














,w + ,wu – ,wu – ,wu




,w + ,wu – ,wu





,u + ,w – ,wu + ,wu





– ,wu + ,wu + ,wu + ,wu – ,wu





+ ,wu + ,wu – ,wu + ,,wu





,,wu – ,,wu + ,,wu
– ,,wu + ,wu + ,wu + ,u + ,w
– ,wu + ,,wu + ,wu
)
v
+ (w + u)
(
,w + ,wu – ,wu – ,wu
– ,wu + ,wu + ,wu + ,wu





+ ,wu + ,,wu + ,,wu + ,wu
– ,wu – ,wu – ,wu – ,wu
+ ,w
)
(w + u)v + 
(
,u + ,wu + ,wu
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+ ,wu + ,wu + ,wu + ,wu





,wu + w + u – ,wu + ,wu + ,wu
– ,wu + ,wu + ,wu – ,wu
+ ,wu + ,wu + ,wu
)
(w + u)v
+ (w + u)vwu
(
u + ,wu + ,wu + ,wu + ,wu




u + ,wu + ,wu + ,wu + ,wu + ,wu
+ ,wu + ,wu + w
)
(w + u), ()
δϕ = w + (u + v)w +
(
u + v – vu
)
w
+ (u + v)
(




u – vu – vu
– vu + v
)
w + (u + v)
(





u + vu + vu + vu – vu – vu + v
)
w
+ (u + v)
(





–vu + vu + vu – vu + vu – vu
– vu + u + v
)
w + (u + v)
(
u – vu – vu – vu




v + vu + vu + vu
+ vu + vu + vu + vu + u
)







+ (w – v)
)











w + v + vw + vw + vw
)
u
+ (w + v)
(





w + v + ,vw + ,vw + ,vw + vw + vw
)
u
+ (w + v)
(





v + w + vw + vw + ,vw + ,vw + ,vw
+ vw + vw
)
u + vw(w + v)
(
w + vw + vw + vw




v + vw + vw
+ vw + w
)
(w + v). ()
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